
Of course, no Friendsgiving should go undocumented. Snap your celebrations,  
tag your friends, get into the #friendsgiving spirit and say #moveover2020!

2. THE INSTANT DINNER PARTY 
It can be tough getting everyone in one place, but if you 

manage to pull it off, ask each guest to bring a plate as 

well! Declare a spontaneous Friendsgiving celebration and 

enjoy the famous ‘pot luck dinner’ tradition. Even better, 

give your guests a theme to work with and before you 

know it you have a smorgasbord to enjoy.

1. A ‘TRADITIONAL’ BANQUET
Make the most of those hours spent watching 

MasterChef. If you fancy yourself a bit of a foodie,  

whip up a Friendsgiving feast of delicious fresh produce 

and gourmet accompaniments. As the judges would  

say, presentation is everything so don’t forget to 

decorate the table! 

3. THE CHEAT’S FEAST
You and your friends love to eat… but if you don’t have 

time to be a prep chef, save yourself any stress and leave 

it to the professionals. Put in a takeaway order with your 

favourite restaurant in centre and don’t forget dessert! If 

you choose to hide all the containers and pass the feast 

off as your own, don’t worry… we won’t tell.

You’ve heard of Thanksgiving…. now we have Friendsgiving to add as a new diary date.  
It’s the perfect opportunity to connect with friends and enjoy each other’s company. Get your buddies  

and your BFFs together, in person or virtually - now’s the time to make a date and get ready to say #moveover2020.

If you’ve never celebrated Friendsgiving before, then you’re probably wondering how to mark the occasion. Nothing brings 
people together like delicious shared dining, so here are our three favourite ways to celebrate Friendsgiving:



It’s Friendsgiving season, time to 

gather your mates and treat them to a 

feast. Friendsgiving is no ordinary get-

together, so make sure you set the tone 

just right. No matter how you do your 

Friendsgiving feast, table decorations 

are the essential finishing touch!

1. THE CENTREPIECE

No Friendsgiving table is complete 

without a fancy focal point. Fresh 

flowers are always impressive, the key 

is making sure they don’t get in the way 

of your guests chatting and making eye 

contact. Use lighting to set the scene 

with ornamental lanterns, candles in 

beautiful holders, tea lights in jars or 

fairy lights - they look pretty on the 

tabletop or arranged in glass vases. 

Or, how about an insta-worthy grazing 

board of cheeses and fruits?

2. THE COLOUR THEME

Make the decorating easier by setting a 

theme. All white with natural accents is 

always chic or choose a hero shade and 

team it with tonal colours: think fresh 

green hues with highlights of khaki or 

pops of lime. Pastels are a subtle way 

to bring in colour, but there’s nothing 

stopping you from making an impact 

with bold colours or eye-catching prints 

and textures. Whatever your theme, 

there are endless ways to work it: 

dinnerware, floral arrangements, 

napkins, candles and even food. Serve 

with colour-matched juices and cocktails.

3. DINNER SETTING

Plates, platters and cutlery are just 

as important as the food you put on 

them. Friendsgiving is a great excuse 

to replace that tired dinner set but if 

you don’t have the need or budget for  

a complete do-over, a simple update 

like stylish new glassware will bring a 

touch of elegance. Your dinner setting 

doesn’t have to match perfectly. With  

a bit of imagination, a mismatched 

setting can be a stylish, eclectic choice.

4. LINEN

Don’t overlook elements like napkins, 

tablecloths and table runners. They’re 

a great way to stick to the theme and if 

you seek out textured fabrics such as 

cotton, bamboo and 100 percent linen, 

they can also add a tactile element to 

the table.

5. PLACE SETTINGS

Get creative with a lovely finishing 

touch to surprise and delight your 

guests. Place settings don’t need to 

be elaborate, they can be as simple 

as printed menus on each plate with 

a garnish inspired by the meal - a sprig 

of herbs such as rosemary or thyme, 

or a piece of foliage from the garden. 

Consider accessories like napkin holders 

or tie napkins with ribbon or twine. 

A hand-written place card or tag adds 

a personal touch.

6. SET THE MOOD

Now you’re ready to go, lower the lights 

and put on a playlist of relaxed dinner 

tunes - even better, get your guests 

to send their five favourite songs and 

create a playlist that’ll get everyone’s 

toes tapping. Bon appetit!
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